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Misano: bittersweet weekend 

for WorldSSP300 drivers 
June 11-12-13 

 
 
The 2nd round of the WorldSSP300 season at the Misano World Circuit brought mixed 
results for the Biblion Yamaha Motoxracing Team riders. For Bahattin Sofuoğlu and Marco 
Gaggi Friday's practice was encouraging, despite a crash to compromise the second round of 
the young Turkish rider. With a time of 1'50.745 set in FP1, Bahattin was still in provisional 
fifth position. Gaggi, on the other hand, improved between the two sessions, finishing 14th 
with a time of 1'50.817, just a whisker behind his team-mate. With the starting grid still to be 
decided, in Saturday's Tissot Superpole, Sofuoğlu proved once again to be unbeatable 
against the clock. 1'49.073 and pole position for the talented Turkish rider. Excellent 
performance also for Marco that in the qualifying session of the "home" GP, has rifilato a 
1'50.077, valid for the fifteenth position on the grid. 
 
The race, which started at 12:46 and with 28 ° C atmospheric, could be much more exciting 
if, in a contact with Steeman, the poleman had not run into a fall at the end of the second 
lap. With only Gaggi left to defend the colours of Sandro Carusi's team, the 17-year-old from 
Fano finished 19th. With everything postponed to Sunday, the boy from Adapazari was also 
the fastest in the Warm-Up. More focused on the setting of the bike in view of the second 
race, Marco did not go beyond 1'51.183. 
 
Final inverse parts for our two standard bearers. Starting Race 2, Bahattin has always 
remained in the top positions, without ever losing the "train" head. Constantly in a tussle 
(seven drivers to play for the podium), he has well contained the risk of being dragged into 
the error, which could cost him a double "0" in the standings. Sixth at the finish line, he won 
the first 10, well-deserved points. The bike of the 2003 Italian rider stopped due to a 
technical problem, and he retired while leading a good race.  
 
Sandro Carusi - Team Principal: “We are very sorry that we didn't get as much as we knew 
we could, but we are aware that we have a good potential, both technically and athletically. 
We just need to have that extra bit of luck that we still lack”. 
 
The next appointment with the WorldSSP300 is for the weekend of 23-24-25 July, at the 
historic Dutch circuit of Assen. 
 


